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Application of Chapter 2: close companies

(1) Chapter 2 applies if—
(a) there is an arrangement (“the relevant arrangement”) to which an individual

(“A”) is a party or which otherwise (wholly or partly) covers or relates to A,
(b) it is reasonable to suppose that, in essence—

(i) the relevant arrangement, or
(ii) the relevant arrangement so far as it covers or relates to A,

is (wholly or partly) a means of providing, or is otherwise concerned (wholly
or partly) with the provision of, A-linked payments or benefits or loans,

(c) a close company (“B”) enters into a relevant transaction (see section 554AB),
(d) it is reasonable to suppose that, in essence—

(i) the relevant transaction is entered into (wholly or partly) in pursuance
of the relevant arrangement, or

(ii) there is some other connection (direct or indirect) between the
relevant transaction and the relevant arrangement,
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(e) at the time B enters into the relevant transaction, or at any earlier time in the
3 years ending with the date of the transaction, A is a director or an employee
of B,

(f) at the time B enters into the relevant transaction, or at any earlier time in the
3 years ending with the date of the transaction, A has a material interest in B
(see section 554AE),

(g) a relevant step is taken by a relevant third person,
(h) it is reasonable to suppose—

(i) that the sum of money or asset which is the subject of the relevant step
represents (directly or indirectly), or has arisen or derives from, the
sum of money or asset which is the subject of the relevant transaction,
or

(ii) that the sum of money or asset which is the subject of the relevant
transaction represents (directly or indirectly), or has arisen or derives
from, the sum of money or asset which is the subject of the relevant
step, and

(i) there is a time in the relevant period when the main purpose, or one of the
main purposes, of operating, implementing, maintaining or terminating the
relevant arrangement so far as it covers or relates to—

(i) the relevant transaction, and the relevant step so far as related to the
relevant transaction, or

(ii) the relevant step, and the relevant transaction so far as related to the
relevant step,

is the avoidance of? income tax, national insurance contributions, corporation
tax or a charge to tax under section 455 of CTA 2010.

(2) In this section “close company” includes a company that would be a close company
but for section 442(a) of CTA 2010 (exclusion of companies not resident in the United
Kingdom).

(3) For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), a payment or benefit or loan is “A-linked” if—
(a) it is being provided to A, or a person chosen by A or within a class of persons

chosen by A,
(b) it is being provided to a person on A's behalf, or at A's direction or request, or
(c) it is being provided to a person linked with A and it is reasonable to suppose

that the main reason, or one of the main reasons, for it being provided is that
the person is linked with A.

(4) For the purposes of subsection (1)(i), the “relevant period” consists of the time of the
relevant transaction, the time of the relevant step, the times around each of those two
times, and any other times between those two times.

(5) Subsections (6) and (7) apply where—
(a) a payment to a person other than A, or to A as a trustee, is of earnings from—

(i) A's employment with B, or
(ii) A's office as a director of B, and

(b) the earnings are, in whole or part, charged to tax under the employment
income Parts otherwise than by virtue of this Part,

and for this purpose it does not matter whether all or some only or none of the tax is
paid (but see sections 554Z5 and 554Z11B).
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(6) For the purposes of subsection (7), an arrangement is a “redirected-earnings
arrangement” if it (wholly or partly) covers or relates to redirected earnings; and for
the purposes of this subsection and subsection (7) “redirected earnings” means—

(a) the payment mentioned in subsection (5)(a), or
(b) any sum or other property which (directly or indirectly)—

(i) represents, or
(ii) is derived from,

that payment.

(7) The circumstances mentioned in subsection (5)—
(a) do not prevent a redirected-earnings arrangement being within subsection (1)

(a),
(b) do not prevent payments or benefits or loans being A-linked for the purposes

of subsection (1)(b) where there is use of redirected earnings for the provision
of the whole, or part, of the payments or benefits or loans, and

(c) do not prevent the making of the payment mentioned in subsection (5)(a)
being entry into a relevant transaction.

(8) In this section and in section 554AB “relevant third person” means—
(a) A acting as a trustee,
(b) B acting as a trustee, or
(c) any person other than A or B.

(9) See also sections 554AD to 554AF (further interpretation and supplementary
provision).]]
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